
The Rise of the Joyful Economy: Artistic invention and economic growth from Brunelleschi to Murakami - Kindle edition by Hutter, Michael. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Drawing on insights from art history, cultural economics and economic sociology among others, the book is hard to categorize. The claims which the book makes are as sweeping as the evidence provided for them is a-typical: the analysis of works of art, selected from a 600-year timespan. But for readers who are not daunted by these deviations, The Rise of the Joyful Economy is a highly original analysis of artistic and economic transformations since the Middle Ages. This book argues for the increasing importance of the arts as a major resource in fuelling growth through the experiential dimension of today’s economy. As we. The Rise of the Joyful Economy Artistic invention and economic growth from Brunelleschi to Murakami. By. Michael Hutter. A framework of creative irritation Part I. Economic responses to artistic invention 2. Creating markets for experience goods: artistic emergence and commercial spread of Linear Perspective, 1425â€“1680 3. Painted conversations: shaping taste for England’s consumer revolution, 1730â€“1760 4. Joy in repetition. Translating artworks into experience goods, 1955â€“1965 Part II. Later in the book he maps these artistic revolutions to three associated periods of economic growth: the period of exploiting cognitive illusion (1430-1860); the period of exploiting social relations (1730-1890); and the period of exploiting serial variations (1920s-present). Hutter then runs the argument the other way, examining artistic responses to economic change. Consider what this implies about the dynamics of both the arts world and the economy. In the standard account, growth and change originate from within each world, from the artist and from the entrepreneur respectively. The arts world and the economy are self-contained, linked only by brokered side payments (cultural policy) to generate efficient levels of output. Start studying Economic Growth. Learn vocabulary, terms and more with flashcards, games and other study tools. A. Economic growth has occurred because of increased length of the workweek. B. Product quality has improved. C. Air quality has declined as real GDP has increased. D. Population has grown faster than real output. B. Which of the following statements is most accurate about modern economic growth? A. Economic historians mark modern economic growth as beginning around A.D. 1500. B. Modern economic growth is characterized by sustained and ongoing increases in living standards.